No more "BANG, BANG"!

Never again will an instructor need to tell a student to say "bang, bang" while holding a non-functioning piece of rubber. Our training device is the next generation of training gun. Our patented Accidental Discharge Zone Sensor will tell you when a student places their finger on the trigger but is not shooting, encouraging proper finger indexing. Instructors will know when a student has chosen to shoot, or not shoot. The training gun gives instant feedback. No other training gun on the market can do what ours can. Prevents accidental and negligent discharges! Excellent for all Reality-Based Training programs.

LIMITED TIME RED/BLUE GUN TRADE-IN OFFER. EMAIL FOR DETAILS.
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602-300-4645
www.smartfirearms.us
sales@smartfirearms.us
We have models that fit most holsters for Glock, Smith and Wesson M&P, Sig Sauer 320 Holsters, now the H&K USP! Coming soon - Smart Firearms M4 model.
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